This book competes in a crowded field. There are several student texts which are directly comparable in scope with this volume which is produced by oral pathologists, but with the clear intention of appealing to both medical and dental students. There is little to suggest a dental/oral bias -the effects of radiation damage are shown largely in an oral context and, more remarkably, Crohn's disease is illustrated by an oral lesion only, but otherwise the specialist background of the authors is not obvious.
The text is concise, there are many helpful tables and the writing includes up-to-date concepts. Illustrations, including clinical pictures, are profuse but unfortunately many are produced with insufficient contrast. Some difficult topics, such as the rather diffuse concept of cellular injury, are very well summarized but others, perhaps because of brevity, are less well covered. The chapter on genetic disease is an example of the latter with cursory consideration of the indications for amniocentesis and of polygenic inheritance. There is a failure to concentrate on mechanism in the chapter on carcinogenesis, which is in contrast to the rest of the volume. The chapter on sexually transmitted diseases sits oddly in the book, but it is good to see skin diseases treated well in an undergraduate text. Balance is partly a matter of conviction but the reviewer does not think that twice as much space should be spent on bullous diseases of the skin as on fibrocystic disease of the breast in a text of this kind. With its emphasis on clinicopathological correlations the book will appeal to many students who can choose between similarly priced offerings. Their teachers may need to correct certain imbalances in tutorials but if any undergraduate reads the whole text he or she would learn a great deal of pathology.
C L BERRY

Professor of Morbid Anatomy
The London Hospital A major objective of these reviews is 'to bridge the gap between the clinic, the laboratory and the epidemiologist in the field', and this is reflected in the choice of topics. Future issues will include, for example, surveys of maturation and differentiation in leukaernias, approaches to drug targeting, and tumour promotion and human cancer: the first issue is devoted to inheritance of susceptibility to cancer inman. A strong inherited component to susceptibility is evident for only a few human cancers. Genes which confer significant susceptibility to particular cancers may also be present, however, without causing substantial familial aggregation. There is considerable interest in the possible involvement of such genes in the common cancers, and in their detection by genetic epidemiological analysis. Pedigree studies are ideally coupled with linkage analysis for which it seems possible that DNA nucleotide sequence polymorphisms may provide the markers. These topics, as well as the analysis of the genes around consistent chromosomal breakage sites in cancers, are brought together very well in a series of articles by authorities in the field. The quality is consistently high, and although clinicians with no background in modern molecular genetics will inevitably find some of the articles a little daunting, factual review is well balanced throughout with interpretation and discussion. The result is informative and stimulating.
On this showing 'Cancer Surveys' promises to be in a different class to most of the plethora of cancer review journals. I look forward to future issues with enthusiasm.
B A J PONDER
Cancer Research Campaign Fellow
Honorary Consultant Physician Institute of Cancer Research. London
ECT: A Clinical Guide
Morris Fraser pp 134 £7.50 Chichester: John Wiley 1982 ' ...but at no time during the forty years since its discovery has it (ECT) seemed likely to be replaced or improved upon as a treatment for severe depression'. This unambiguous statement is perhaps the most important to be made by the author in this book. Next in importance is his belief, by implication at any rate, that ECT given in accordance with accepted standard practice is not hazardous, nor can any side effects, such as memory loss, be proved to be irreversible. With these vitally important conclusions few, if any, experienced clinical psychiatrists would disagree, although undoubtedly the powerful anti-ECT lobby would find holes to pick.
Dr Fraser's book, albeit slim, is a valuable addition to the literature which, indeed, he digests with great skill. Its value is further enhanced by its ready comprehensibility, a function no doubt of the author's stylish writing and self-evident sense of humour.
HENRY R ROLLIN
Librarian. Royal College of Psychiatrists, London
